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EECC 550   -  Winter 2001

Microprogramming Project

      You are to write and submit a microprogram to interpret the following
target machine instruction set on the data-flow path given in the figure
using the microprogramming tool "AMISS".

       AMISS is run at the command line on Grace while in the directory
where your microprogram memory control file "cmemory”, and test
program “memory” reside as follows:

~meseec/AMISS/CPU -d

       You are required to to e-mail your fully-commented "cmemory",
"memory" files containing the machine instruction programs that you
have used to test your control microprogram to:

                                “meseec@osfmail.isc.rit.edu”.

Target Machine Instruction Set

The target Accumulator-based machine has a datapath width of eight
bits.   However, the memory address bus width is sixteen bits  (can
access 65536 memory bytes).

There are three types of instructions:

(1) Inherent instructions: One-byte instructions, just the Opcode byte.

(2)  Immediate instructions: Two-byte instructions.  The instruction
Opcode byte is followed by one additional byte of immediate data.

(3)  Memory reference instructions:  three-byte instructions. The
instruction Opcode byte  is followed by two bytes of address
information.  The high-order byte of the address appears in the byte
memory location immediately following the Opcode byte.
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• The condition code bits are "N" for negative, "Z" for zero, "V" for
overflow, and "C" for carry.

• Condition code settings are "0" for cleared, "1" for set, "-" for no
change, and "x" for possible change.

Inherent  Instructions: One Byte Only

 Opcode                                                            Condition  Codes: NZVC

00001010 - NOP - No operation                                        - - - -

00011010 - HALT - Halt the machine                                         - - - -

00101010 - CLA - Clear the accumulator 0100

00111010 - CMA - 1’s complement the accumulator xx00

01001010 - INCA - Increment the accumulator by one               xx0x

01011010 - DECA - Decrement  the accumulator by one               xx0x

01101010 - RET - Return from subroutine                                   - - - -

                               (post incrementing SP)

01111010 - ROLCA -  Circular shift Carrybit & Acc left 1 bit xx0x

10001010 - CLC -  Clear Carry Flag bit - - - 0

10011010 - STC - Set Carry Flag bit - - - 1

Store  and Branch Instructions:  Two additional address bytes

Opcode     Condition Code:     NZVC

00000z01 - STA - Store accumulator  (use STAin for indirect) - - - -

00010z01 - JMP - Unconditional branch - - - -

00100z01 - JEQ - Branch if equal to zero (Z=1) - - - -

00110z01 - JCS - Branch if carry   (C=1) - - - -

01000z01 - JLT - branch if negative    (N=1) - - - -

01010z01 - JVS - branch if overflow - - - -

10000z01 - JSR - jump to subroutine                                  - - - -

                             (push PC on stack - predecrement SP)
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Other Instructions:  One or two additional bytes

Opcode     Condition Codes:   NZVC

0000yz11 - LDA - Load Acc  (use LDAim for immediate) xx00

0001yz11 - ORA - Inclusive OR to Accumulator  xx00

0010yz11 - EOR - Exclusive OR to Accumulator  xx00

0011yz11 - AND - Logical AND to Accumulator  xx00

0100yz11 - ADD - Add to  Accumulator xxxx

0101yz11 - SUBA - Subtract from  Accumulator xxxx

1000yz11 - LDS - Load stack pointer SP with 16-bit value - - - -

• Where the "y" bit is set to indicate that an immediate operand follows
the opcode  (add  “im” to instruction name).

•  The "z" bit is set to indicate that indirect addressing is to be
performed through the location specified by the two bytes following
the opcode (add  “indir” to instruction name).

• Note that it is not allowed to have both the "y" bit and the "z" bit to be
set simultaneously for these instructions.

• In addition to submitting your "cmemory" and " memory files by e-
mail, you should submit a written report with the following items:

(1) A brief description of your approach to the assignment, and the
features of your solution.

(2)  Dependent RTN statements for all the instructions implemented.

(3)  The resulting CPI for the different instruction types.

(4) A statement of any relevant problems or difficulties encountered
during the assignment.

(5) A listing of your fully-commented  "cmemory" and " memory" files as
e-mailed.

(6) A description of testing procedures used and observations.

(7) Any additional remarks or conclusions you deem noteworthy of
mention.


